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Abstract18

Worldwide, conflict over shared water resources is exacerbated by population growth, eco-19

nomic development, and climate change. In multi-purpose water systems, stakeholders can20

face higher financial risks as a consequence of the higher costs or lower revenues arising21

from increased hydrological variability and recurrent extreme events. In this context, fi-22

nancial risk hedging tools able to bundle together the uncorrelated risks of wet and dry23

periods faced by different stakeholders may be an improved solution to both foster coop-24

eration and manage the financial losses associated with extreme events. In this work, we25

explore the potential of risk diversification strategies, involving an index insurance con-26

tract solution, to simultaneously manage financial risk in a multi-purpose water system27

prone to both drought and flood risk. Risk diversification can allow for reduced insurance28

premiums in situations in which the bundled risks are uncorrelated. Using an integrated29

operational and financial model, we characterize the financial risk associated with the wa-30

ter management policies and design a risk management strategy that bundles together the31

uncorrelated risk of drought and flood events. The approach is demonstrated using a case32

study on Lake Maggiore, a subalpine transboundary regulated lake whose management33

is controversial due to numerous and competing human activities. In particular, we focus34

on the ongoing conflict among the lake shore population, affected by flood risk, and the35

downstream farmers’ districts, facing drought related losses. Results indicate that bundling36

uncorrelated risks from competing users is beneficial to both promoting insurance pre-37

mium affordability and facilitating collaboration schemes at the catchment scale.38

1 Introduction39

Conflicts over shared water resources at the national or international level are com-40

mon to many large river basins worldwide (Gizelis and Wooden (2010); Swain (2015);41

Petersen-Perlman et al. (2017)). Conflicts may arise over water allocation in space and42

time (water quantity e.g., Daoudy (2009); Swain (2011); Flörke et al. (2018)), conflict-43

ing operating management policies (water control e.g., Warner (2012); Taye et al. (2016);44

Giuliani et al. (2016a)) or water quality requirements (quality e.g., Wei et al. (2010); Groll45

et al. (2015)). Intensifying these challenges, accelerated population growth along with im-46

proved living standards have led to intensive agriculture and increased water demand and47

exposure to drought, while urbanization and concentration of people exacerbated vulner-48

ability to extreme weather events such as floods (McDonald et al. (2011); Jongman et al.49

(2012); Carrao et al. (2016)). One of the most important driver of increasing flood and50

drought related damage is economic growth, along with greater concentrations of people51

and property in threatened areas (Changnon et al. (2000); Bouwer (2011, 2013)). Fore-52

seeing a consistent trend in socio-economic development, financial exposure to losses is53

expected to be the dominant driver of weather related damage in the near future (Field54

et al. (2012)). In this context, a perceived increase in financial vulnerability can lead com-55

peting water users in a shared river basin to more conservative and biased management56

practices, exacerbating conflict and dramatically reducing the space for negotiation (IPCC57

(2014)). Providing conflicting stakeholders with environmental financial risk management58

tools could lead them to take cooperative risks, ultimately making shared river basin man-59

agement more efficient. Nevertheless, evidence suggests that extreme weather risks remain60

underinsured (Edwards and Davis (2012); Re (2018)). The share of uncovered losses or61

insurance gap is particularly high for flood events (OECD (2016)), where flood risk man-62

agement is mostly a reactive, event-driven process (Surminski and Thieken (2017)). A rel-63

atively low take-up rate is also observed for drought insurance, which is often targeted at64

farmers in the form of weather derivatives based on rainfall (Gaurav et al. (2011)). Espe-65

cially for extreme events, where losses are severe but rare, low insurance adoption is due66

to a short-term forgetting effect combined with availability bias (i.e., the tendency of er-67

roneously estimating the probability of an event by the ease with which relevant instances68

come to mind) (Tversky and Kahneman (1973); Meyer (2012)).69
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Managing the financial risk associated with weather events requires a diversified70

approach including different integrated strategies that are effective across the entire risk71

spectrum (Field et al. (2012)). Traditionally the approach has been more focused on pre-72

vention measures, usually involving structural actions (e.g., flood protection walls, in-73

creased storage). However, beside requiring large upfront investments, infrastructure can74

be socially and environmentally controversial (Grey and Sadoff (2007); Brown et al. (2009);75

Tilt et al. (2009)) and represent a non-flexible long-term decision amid uncertainty over76

future climate conditions (Pahl-Wostl (2007)). From the standpoint of water resource man-77

agement, there may be significant advantages to strategies that rely less on structural so-78

lutions, such as new surface water supply development (The Global Water System Project79

(2011)) and more on adaptive non-structural measures such as demand management (e,g,80

water use restriction, water pricing) or water transfers. These measures typically lead to81

more efficient and adaptable water systems but can also generate greater financial in-82

stability in terms of higher costs or lower revenues for water users (Ward et al. (2006);83

Harou et al. (2009); Pulido-Velazquez et al. (2012); Zeff and Characklis (2013); Gorelick84

et al. (2018)). Another common financial risk management strategy is the use of reserve85

funds as a mean of self-insurance in case of unexpected losses. Reserve funds are valu-86

able tools but using them as protection against more extreme and infrequent losses can be87

very expensive, as maintaining large reserves in a liquid (i.e., low earning) form can have88

very high opportunity costs. Another tool for managing the risk associated with extreme89

weather events with a long return period is by means financial contracts (Linnerooth-Bayer90

and Hochrainer-Stigler (2015)).91

Financial contracts, such as insurance can transfer part of the risk from weather92

events to a third party in exchange for a payment (i.e., premium). The premium is usu-93

ally calculated as the sum of the expected payout plus the ’loading’, a term which takes94

into account the opportunity cost of the reserves that need to be set aside to cover the95

insured losses. A traditional insurance scheme is based on a large portfolio of uncorre-96

lated and relatively small risks which, through the law of large numbers and the central97

limit theorem, ensure a relatively narrow range of aggregate payouts (Borch (1974)). If98

the insurance portfolio covers risks that are highly correlated, a higher reserve will have to99

be set aside to ensure that payouts can be made, as there is a high probability that many100

claims will be made at the same time. Similarly, an insurance scheme pooling together101

uncorrelated risks (i.e., risk diversification) requires smaller reserves and thus has a lower102

opportunity cost for the insurer which translates to a lower premium. In this work, we103

want to take advantage of risk diversification by designing contracts that cover multiple104

independent risks under the same insurance. We talk about risk pooling when many risks105

that are similar in nature are pooled together in a single portfolio. In this sense, there are106

some instances where geographic diversification (pooling spatially uncorrelated risks) was107

proposed to improve extreme weather insurance affordability. An example is the World108

Bank-sponsored Caribbean Catastrophe Risk Insurance Facility (CCRIF). In the CCRIF,109

climate disaster risks from the geographically scattered Caribbean islands are pooled to-110

gether in a single portfolio thus guaranteeing low risks correlation and a less expensive111

coverage than if each country insured separately (Hellmuth et al. (2009)). In a study from112

Holly Wang and Zhang (2003), the advantage of spatial diversification in crop insurance is113

assessed by evaluating the correlation in yields for three major US crops spread over dis-114

tant counties (Holly Wang and Zhang (2003)). The idea of risk pooling megacities against115

natural disasters such as earthquakes, cyclones and sea-level rise is explored in Hochrainer116

and Mechler (2011). Baum et al. (2018) provide an evaluation of the potential for geo-117

graphic diversification on risk pooling to manage the risk of drought borne by US water118

utilities. In this case, hydrologic-based index insurance contracts are designed to cover the119

risk pooled across a broad spectrum of geographically distributed water utilities resulting120

in significantly lower insurance premiums.121

Diversification is also possible across hazards, we refer to Risk Bundling when we122

cover two or more inherently different risks under the same contract. Examples of bundled123
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contracts can be found in the health and homeowners insurance market, where different124

financial products can be packaged and marketed together to take advantage of uncorre-125

lated risks and economies of scale (Webb (2009); LaGuardia et al. (2011)). In the after-126

math of the 2002 German flood disaster, Schwarze and Wagner (2004) proposed to com-127

bine mandatory private insurance and bundling of all natural catastrophes (wind storms,128

floods, earthquakes, etc.), to provide cover for "once-a-century" flood damages (Schwarze129

and Wagner (2007)).130

In this paper, we evaluate the potential of bundled index insurance contracts, cover-131

ing both drought and flood risks, in providing risk management to competing stakeholders132

to mitigate conflict over shared water resources. In contrast to traditional or indemnity in-133

surance, index contracts determine the magnitude and timing of payouts on the value of a134

measured index (which is often a weather variable or variables) acting as a proxy for the135

damage whose risk is being insured. The adoption of similar contracts enables the transfer136

of a part of the financial risk to a third party (the insurer), whereas the insured receives a137

payout each time the predetermined index threshold is triggered. This scheme offers some138

advantages, especially in the case of extreme weather and catastrophic situations, where139

prompt financial relief is beneficial and damage estimation is usually challenging (Khalil140

et al. (2007)). For this reason, index insurance contracts are considered an important tool141

to foster disaster risk reduction, one that can complement existing technical or policy mea-142

sures (Shardul and Samuel (2008); James et al. (2001); Thomas and Leichenko (2011)).143

A water reservoir or a lake that is regulated for water allocation represents a special144

case in which competing water users may be affected by localized flood and drought risk145

conditional on both the hydrologic conditions and the current reservoir operating policy146

(i.e., the storage management strategy which drives the water release decision). An op-147

erating policy focused on increasing water allocation for irrigation will fill the reservoir148

during the wet season to hedge water deficit in the drier growing season. On the other149

hand, an operating policy which favors reducing lake shore flood risk will try to keep a150

lower water level throughout the year in order to have available storage space to buffer151

the increased streamflows caused by an extreme weather event. This apparent conflict is152

often addressed by reaching a compromise position, where a policy with a certain per-153

formance trade-off is selected (Castelletti and Soncini-Sessa (2006); Soncini-Sessa et al.154

(2007)). This implies that both extreme flood and drought risk remain higher than each155

exposed party would prefer, often exacerbating conflict each time damage is experienced.156

In this work, we want to test the potential of risk bundling for reducing the cost157

of weather related financial risk management in a regulated lake by designing index in-158

surance contracts that bundle together drought and flood risk faced by competing stake-159

holders. Specifically, the lake shore population is affected by high water level flood dam-160

age while the downstream farmers suffer from drought-related crop losses. Flood and161

drought related damages are expected to happen at different times as a low water level in162

the summer, which is an indicator of drought stress during the irrigation season, will en-163

sure enough space to hedge the next fall flood. Likewise, high spring and summer inflows164

guarantee low water deficit for the farmers, but represent a flood risk for the lake shore165

population. Therefore we can expect the financial risks of drought and flood within a166

given year to be mostly, if not completely, uncorrelated. In a bundled contract, each stake-167

holder selects a desired level of coverage, i.e., which type of events will trigger a payout,168

for the portion of the bundled risk by which the stakeholder is affected. However, this de-169

cision pertaining to each individual stakeholder will impact the distribution of the bun-170

dled risk and will determine a different contract price for both stakeholders. This approach171

could yield less expensive financial contracts for both exposed parties (cities and farmers)172

and is likely to mitigate the existing conflict among the agents by fostering cooperation in173

financial management cost and benefit sharing. For this reason the agents’ interaction and174

mutual influence in the selection of their insurance coverage level is also investigated.175
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The approach is tested on the Lake Maggiore water system, a regulated snow-dominated176

subalpine lake prone to both floods and drought events where multiple interrelated stake-177

holders strive to find a shared agreement for managing water levels. In particular, water178

allocation and flood protection strategies are conflicting, as retaining incoming snow-melt179

inflows for the irrigation season increases flood risk. Future climate change is expected180

to cause higher drought losses (Anghileri et al. (2014)) and further exacerbate the exist-181

ing conflict. In detail: (1) we characterize the financial risk experienced by the lake shore182

population and the farmers by means of an integrated operational financial model of the183

lake Maggiore water system. The multi-objective nature of the water management problem184

is fully preserved by simulating a set of Pareto optimal lake release policies under which185

the risk is assessed. (2) We design joint index insurance contracts bundling the financial186

risk of drought and floods faced by farmers and the lake shore population respectively. (3)187

We evaluate the bundled contracts in comparison with alternative, more traditional finan-188

cial risk management strategies such as keeping a reserve fund and a scheme where each189

stakeholder is insured independently. (4) We explore cooperation/collaboration dynamics190

arising from a bundled contract scheme decision.191

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2, introduces Lake Maggiore case study192

as well as the model used to evaluate the proposed solution. Section 3 describes the in-193

dex contract design and the principle behind risk bundling. Afterwards, the numerical re-194

sults are presented and discussed in Section 4 where the proposed risk bundling is also195

compared to the uninsured and separate contracts alternatives. Final conclusions follow in196

Section 5.197

2 Lake Maggiore study site198

2.1 System description199

Lake Maggiore (Figure 1) is an subalpine lake whose 6,598 km2 wide watershed200

is equally divided between Italy and Switzerland. The hydrologic regime in the catch-201

ment is typical of Alpine zones with snow-melt driving most of the inflow in spring and202

early summer and autumn rains producing a second peak around October. The Lake has203

been regulated since 1943 with the primary purpose of downstream water allocation. The204

primary water uses include a large irrigated area downstream as well as hydropower pro-205

duction. A seasonal inflow pattern is observed, with the lake often filling twice a year,206

in late spring and in autumn. Each period is followed by a draw down cycle. This re-207

lease strategy can conflict with the secondary goal of using the lake storage for buffer-208

ing flood peaks. Several flood episodes affecting the cities around the lake’s shoreline209

(about 168.000 inhabitants) have been registered in the last decades, with moderate to se-210

vere economic losses in terms of property and activities (Anghileri et al. (2014)). At the211

same time, downstream users have experienced frequent summer water deficits which have212

consequences for both farmers and hydropower producers, as well as the environment. In213

recent years, reduced snow accumulation in the Alps have prompted the irrigation consor-214

tium to solicit changes in the lake operation that would allow to store more water during215

the snow-melt season and have encouraged the farmers to take action by means of more216

traditional rice irrigation practices that are less water intensive in the summer months (Est217

Sesia, consorzio di irrigazione e bonifica (2019)). According to the Italian Association of218

Farmers, drought and increased temperatures were responsible of significant crop yield219

reductions between 2007 and 2015 (Confagricoltura (2016)). For these reasons, Lake op-220

eration has historically been and is considered today a highly debated subject.221

Being in a transboundary context, the lake operation is the result of international ne-222

gotiation tables. Specifically, the lake is operated following a time-varying discretionary223

operating space dependent on the lake level within which the Miorina dam operator can224

decide how much water is released. Outside of this range, the operator has to follow strict225

rules: when the level is below the lower threshold, the release is set to zero. When the226
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Figure 1: Lake Maggiore water system, the watershed area divided between Italy and Switzerland,
and downstream irrigated areas. The orange lines denote the three main channels departing from
Ticino river and delivering water to the various downstream users.

level is above the upper threshold, the system maximum admissible release is imposed,227

which corresponds to the lake natural regime (the dam is completely open). Along the228

years, the downstream users have formulated several proposals to increase the upper thresh-229

old of the discretionary operating space from March through October, which would ex-230

tend the dam operator control on the lake storage and possibly reduce their risk of water231

deficits during drought events. However, the riparian cities oppose the idea, because rais-232

ing the upper threshold during the snow-melt and high raining seasons would expose them233

to increased flood risk.234

The current regulation, a combination of the discretionary operating space and the235

dam operator’s decisions, does not satisfy either the downstream users or riparian cities.236

Two reasons for this failure are the expansion of the agricultural sector, which increased237

irrigation demand, and growing urbanization which has exacerbated flood risk (Anghileri238

et al. (2014)).239

A series of artificial reservoirs for hydropower production are scattered upstream of240

the lake, both in the Italian and Swiss territories. Even though their releases contribute241

to Lake Maggiore inflow, only a coordinated release effort could significantly alter the242

cumulative inflows over a seasonal time step which is what is relevant for the lake opera-243

tion objectives. We considered this aspect when deciding the scope and boundaries of our244

model.245

To evaluate the potential advantage and performance of a financial risk management246

strategy for Lake Maggiore, we first need to characterize the financial risk experienced by247

both the shoreline cities and downstream farmers. In other words, we have to assess the248

magnitude and frequency of flood and drought related losses and we do this by building249

a coupled model of the hydrologic engineered system (i.e., the lake operation) and the250

financial system.251

2.2 Modeling the lake operation252

Within the discretionary operating space, the current reservoir operating policy π∗ is253

designed under the assumption of rationality i.e., the dam operator wants to maximize the254

overall system efficiency, by solving an optimal control problem formulated as such:255

π∗ = arg min
π

J = [J1, ..., Jq] (1)

where π is defined as a closed loop control policy (Castelletti et al. (2008)) that deter-256

mines the release decision ut = π(dt,xt ) at each time step t as dependent on the day of257

the year dt and the current state xt of the modeled system (e.g., the lake level). J is the258

objectives vector to be minimized. It is worth noting that, whenever q > 1, the solution to259

Problem 1 is not unique but is rather a set of equally Pareto optimal alternatives.260

As previously mentioned, the main objective of Lake Maggiore regulation is to261

trade-off water allocation and flood control. On the basis of previous works (e.g., Soncini-262

Sessa et al. (2000); Castelletti and Soncini-Sessa (2007); Soncini-Sessa et al. (2007); Bizzi263

et al. (2012); Anghileri et al. (2014) ), the two conflicting objectives are formulated as fol-264

lows:265
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Figure 2: Pareto set resulting from the optimization of Lake Maggiore operating policy. Each cir-
cle represents the performance of a different operating policy. The arrows indicate the direction of
improvement. Solutions P1, P5, P11 and P13 are selected as different trade-off solutions. Solution
P11 (red) is selected as the one better reproducing the historical release and lake level trajectories.

• Flood control: the annual average number of days [day/year], when a flood occurs,266

computed as267

J f lo =
1

Ny

H−1∑
t=0

g
f lo
t+1 where

g
f lo
t+1 =

{
1 if ht+1 > h̄
0 otherwise

(2)

where ht is the lake level and h̄ is the flood level threshold equal to 1.73 m mea-268

sured at Sesto Calende stream gauge (whose zero is at 192.87 m a.s.l.) and Ny is269

the number of years in the horizon H.270

• Water allocation: the average squared daily water deficit [(m3/s)2/day], computed as271

Jirr =
1
H

H−1∑
t=0

girrt+1 where

girrt+1 =
(

max
(
W tot

t − rt+1),0
) )2

(3)

since downstream hydropower plants and agricultural districts water needs are not conflict-272

ing, W tot is the total downstream water demand comprising both farmers and hydropower273

producers.274

We solve Problem 1 by using the Evolutionary Multi Objective Direct Policy Search275

(EMODPS) method (Giuliani et al. (2016b)). The EMODPS implements a simulation-276

based optimization which allows to embed both physical and normative optimization con-277

straints (in this case e.g., water diversions, discretionary space) within the simulation. The278

operating policy is parametrized as a combination of Gaussian radial basis functions, as279

they have been demonstrated to be effective in solving this type of multi-objective policy280

design problems (Giuliani et al. (2014a,b)). The algorithm used to perform the optimiza-281

tion is the self-adaptive Borg Multi Objective Evolutionary Algorithm (Hadka and Reed282

(2013)). To improve solution diversity and filter out the randomness of both the initial283

population set and the optimization operators, we run 10 random optimization trials. Each284

optimization is run for 1 million function evaluations over the optimization horizon 2000-285

2015. The set of non-dominated solutions resulting from all the optimization trials is the286

final optimal front shown in Figure 2, where each circle represents the performance of a287

different operating policy. Each alternative corresponds to an operating policy displaying288

a different trade-off preference among Jirr (farmers’) and J f lo (cities’) conflicting objec-289

tives. Solution P11 (red in Figure 2) is selected to be implemented in the following analy-290

sis as it is the one better reproducing the historical release and lake level trajectories. The291

effect of a changing regulation and the possible moral hazard implications will be later292

discussed in Section 4 considering solutions P1, P5 and P13 as alternatives.293
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2.3 Modeling financial risk294

A given hydrologic scenario and operating policy will determine a certain financial295

outcome for Lake Maggiore riparian cities and farmers. We evaluate the stakeholders’ fi-296

nancial losses by means of two distinct cost functions. The functions used in this work297

are derived and adapted from previous studies (Bianchi A. (1979); Guariso et al. (1985))298

that mapped specific system’s variables (i.e., the flood peak, the water deficit) to mone-299

tary values. The past currency values are converted to current rates in e. Even though300

these studies refer to a situation that is decades old, they are the most recent attempt at301

evaluating the financial impact of water deficit and flooding in the Lake Maggiore area.302

Considering the recent expansion of the riparian cities and the agricultural sector, we can303

think of these functions as capturing a lower bound of the losses experienced in the area.304

• Drought related costs for farmers305

Functions expressing the economic agricultural damage due to water deficit (left306

panel, solid lines in Figure 3) were estimated in Guariso et al. 1985. The curves307

use parabolic functions to fit data that was provided by the downstream agricul-308

tural districts. These express the loss of total production for different crop types in309

each growing stage of the plants (phenological phases) as an increasing and convex310

function of the monthly normalized deficit. For each month in the irrigation season311

(April 1st - September 20th) the normalized deficit is defined as the ratio between312

the sum of daily deficit and the sum of daily irrigation demand. In order to evalu-313

ate the damage response of crops in different phenological phases, we divided the314

irrigation season into three periods (Apr-May, Jun-Jul and Aug-Sep) characterized315

by different damage functions (see Figure 3). Since we want to characterize the316

drought related financial risk for the farmers, for this evaluation we consider only317

the irrigation water demand during the plant growing season (Apr-Sept), which is a318

fraction of W tot .319

• Flood related costs for cities320

There are two types of damage associated with a flood event: direct and indirect.321

Indirect and intangible damages are associated with interruption of commercial and322

production activities, interruption of communication (e.g., road closures) as well as323

socio-cultural and environmental impacts and are generally related both to the dura-324

tion of the flood and to the peak level. In this work, we only consider direct dam-325

ages which are caused by immediate physical contact of flood water to property.326

An estimation of direct flood losses for Lake Maggiore riparian cities was origi-327

nally presented by Bianchi A. in the proceedings of a seminar held in 1979 (in Ital-328

ian). This work was then cited and used in Guariso et al. 1985, where the flooding329

damage curves are presented along with the agricultural ones. In Lake Maggiore,330

the direct damage caused by a flood can be generally described as an increasing331

and convex function of the peak level of the flood. This is due to the area topog-332

raphy which is characterized by a very slight terrain slope, with small differences333

in the lake level producing a significant increase in flooded area. The costs are es-334

timated by considering different elevation layers and dividing buildings and facil-335

ities into 16 categories w.r.t. their economic value. A certain damage function is336

associated with each category and it specifies the percent loss of value of a build-337

ing/facility in each category related to the inundation depth, which in turn depends338

on the elevation and the peak level of the flood. Data on the asset values of the ex-339

posed buildings and facilities is provided by 45 shoreline municipalities involved340

in the original study. The final damage curve (right panel, solid line in Figure 3) is341

obtained by aggregating all cost functions from different elevations, categories and342

municipalities.343
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Figure 3: Damage functions (solid lines) and payout functions (dashed lines) for the two stake-
holders.

Figure 4: Analysis of risk data for the two stakeholders in the bundled contract. The left panel
shows the inverse relationship of the risks simulated over 200 years synthetic time series. The
right panel shows the lake inflow (blue line) and damage simulated trajectories for the farmers
(green line) and the cities (red line) over a 20 years sample of the same synthetic series. A similar
behavior is observed over the whole horizon.

2.4 Analysis of flood and drought risks344

In order to accurately characterize flood and drought risks, we need a reasonably345

long time series from which a damage probability distribution can be drawn, and the abil-346

ity to include the effect of hydrologic events with a long return period. Therefore, we gen-347

erate a 200 year synthetic time series from historical inflow records (2000-2015) by us-348

ing the k-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) algorithm (Nowak et al. (2010)). The KNN method is349

a nonparametric algorithm which preserves the principal statistical characteristics of the350

original data but is capable of producing values beyond the observed data range. We use351

an yearly time step for the financial risk analysis because it allows to observe the com-352

bined effect of the hydrology and lake operation and because financial and budget plan-353

ning is often conducted each year.354

The lake level and releases can be simulated over this synthetic time-series for a355

given operating policy (e.g., P11). Simulated lake level and release patterns over 200 years356

are input to the damage functions to produce a true series of estimated farmers’ and cities’357

losses. The left panel in Figure 4 shows the relationship between annual flood and drought358

losses under operating policy P11 sampled over 200 years. From this plot it is apparent359

how in Lake Maggiore water system flood and drought related damages are rarely expe-360

rienced in the same year and, when this happens, the size of the losses is inversely corre-361

lated (correlation coefficient is -0.025). The reason for this behavior can be found in the362

system’s hydrology. As the right panel in Figure 4 shows, yearly inflow trends (blue line)363

have a double peak, one in spring (snow melt driven) and a second in autumn, around Oc-364

tober (rain driven). The most dangerous floods happen in autumn, as they occur much365

faster and are more difficult to predict. In a given year, if drought was experienced in366

summer, the reservoir level will typically be much lower in autumn, providing space to367

store any potential rain-driven flood waters. For this reason more severe cities’ damage368

from floods (red line) and farmers’ losses from drought (green line) rarely occur in the369

same year providing a good case study to apply a risk bundling approach. Another aspect370

to emphasize is the difference in frequency and magnitude of flood and drought related371

losses: drought agricultural damages are smaller but occur more frequently while flood372

damages are rarer and more severe. This is expected to play a role in each stakeholder’s373

risk management strategy, as both loss frequency and magnitude are important factors in374

insurance contract design.375

3 Methodology376

In this work, we evaluate and compare the financial risk from drought and flood377

events borne by the Lake Maggiore irrigation districts and lakeshore population under378

three different scenarios:379
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Figure 5: Methodology flowchart

• the Uninsured scenario (U), where the two stakeholders set aside reserve funds to380

manage their flood and drought related losses (i.e., self-insurance);381

• the Independently Insured (II) scenario, where the two stakeholders purchase index382

insurance coverage for drought and flood separately;383

• the Risk Bundling scenario (RB), where the two stakeholders bundle their flood and384

drought related risks and purchase index insurance under a single bundled contract.385

In all three cases, in order to promptly be able to cover the perceived losses of a386

drought or flood event, a certain amount of liquid reserves has to be maintained by either387

the stakeholders (i.e., in the U case) or the third party insurer. Value at Risk (VaR) is a388

largely adopted nonparametric financial metric used to evaluate the magnitude of a portfo-389

lio’s potential losses within a certain confidence level over a given period (Hendricks et al.390

(1996)). The one year 99.5% VaR refers to the yearly loss that has a 0.5% probability of391

being exceeded over a given historical or stochastic data set and can be used as a mea-392

sure of the size of reserves (i.e., capital requirement) needed to cover extreme losses (i.e.,393

losses up to the 99.5th percentile) in the context of either a third party insurer or a situ-394

ation involving self-insurance (Johnson (2015); IAIS (2018)). High reserves imply higher395

opportunity costs for the insurer or the self-insuring stakeholder due to the lower returns396

associated with high liquidity investment funds (i.e., those that can be generally accessed397

in the wake of an insured event occurring). In case of third party insurance, higher op-398

portunity cost typically translates into higher premiums. For this reason, we use the one399

year 99.5% VaR as a benchmark to compare the three scenarios. An illustrative example400

assuming different investment returns on reserves is also provided in Section 4 to compare401

each scenario’s opportunity costs.402

The three scenarios are evaluated following the procedure shown in Figure 5: the403

first step is the financial risk characterization. In this phase, already illustrated in Sec-404

tion 2.3, the lake operation and financial risk models are used to evaluate the farmers’405

and cities’ respective financial risks. This is done by running scenario simulations over406

a long KNN generated synthetic streamflow time series to draw the stakeholders’ finan-407

cial loss distributions. This distribution is used to estimate the U scenario reserve require-408

ment (99.5% VaR). Both the II and RB scenarios involve the design of index insurance409

contracts providing different levels of coverage (low and high) for managing flood and410

drought related risks. In the II scenario, two separate sets of contracts are defined for each411

stakeholder (i.e., I Ic for the cities and I I f for the farmers) and the capital requirement is412

the sum of the two separate 99.5% VaR values. In the RB scenario both the premium and413

the 99.5% VaR are calculated using the farmers and cities bundled payout distribution.414

Finally, assuming a low liquidity and high liquidity investment return, each scenario’s op-415

portunity cost can be estimated.416

3.1 Index-based contract design417

Index contracts can be tailored to offer different levels of coverage. We describe418

shoreline cities and farmers as separate, but two homogeneous groups of stakeholders, but419

we can imagine each one of them as a pool of heterogeneous agents exposed to differ-420

ent levels of risk based on their specific condition (e.g., their geographic position or their421

crop choice) and, therefore, potentially interested in buying different levels of insurance.422

We design two sets of index insurance solutions offering both low and high risk coverage423

levels for each stakeholder group. In the RB configuration, this results into four different424
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contract combinations: ll, hh, hl and lh where each pair of letters specify the combined425

risk coverage (h for high, l for low) for the farmers and cities respectively.426

The general steps for index insurance contract design are described in Figure 5 and427

in the following paragraphs. In the II scenario this procedure is repeated for each stake-428

holder individually, in the RB scenario the two separate contracts are considered jointly in429

the pricing phase as explained in Section 3.2.430

(A) Identify the index431

Selecting an appropriate index is often the most critical phase in weather deriva-432

tives design (Smith and Watts (2009)). The index act in lieu of damage assessment433

to trigger the insurance payments and to determine their magnitude. Therefore, an434

ideal index is a transparent, easily measurable and non-manipulable metric that ac-435

curately describes the actual financial losses that the insurance is covering. The436

probability of a discrepancy between the actual damage and the payout is called ba-437

sis risk, and can be borne by either the buyer (the index underestimates damage) or438

the seller (the index overestimates damage). Besides having a low basis risk, an ef-439

fective index contract should reduce moral hazard concerns through use of an index440

that cannot be influenced by either the buyer or the seller (Skees (2011)).441

A candidate variable for an index free from moral hazard implications would be442

the lake inflow. However, the lake operation modifies the natural outflow regime443

in such a way that the lake inflow is not a practical index option due to a very low444

correlation with the losses (i.e., high basis risk). Specifically, the same inflow con-445

dition can produce extremely different financial impacts depending on the current446

state of the system, for this reason, an effective index cannot disregard the lake447

level. Therefore, we use the peak level during a flood episode and the seasonal nor-448

malized water deficit as indices for the cities and the farmers contracts respectively,449

where the latter is derived from the difference between the lake releases and the ir-450

rigation water demand over the crop growing season. These two metrics are both451

linked to the lake level and are chosen because they are directly tied to the losses452

occurring in the system by the cost functions. Moreover, both the release and the453

lake levels are currently measured by the Regional Protection Agency (ARPA) and454

thus makes them reliable and transparent metrics. We can reasonably assume that,455

within the discretionary operating space, the lake operator will rely on a decision456

support system (DSS) implementing one of the optimal closed loop policies identi-457

fied in Section 2.2 (i.e., P11). Since the dam operator is not directly involved in the458

insurance process, moral hazard should not be a concern. However, contract mis-459

pricing could theoretically occur due to the uncertainty in the dam operator actual460

release decision which may diverge from the DSS prescription. The risk of contract461

mispricing and basis risk should be taken into consideration when trying to inte-462

grate index insurance in the context of managed systems. A remedy could be to set463

boundaries on the deviations from the DSS policy. In this sense, the insurance con-464

tract could include exclusionary clauses that would require revising the contract if465

release decisions diverged too much from the DSS prescription. A similar measure466

is likely to make the contract less attractive to the buyer, but it can be relaxed to467

include a set of admissible policies. We will evaluate the contract robustness to a468

change in policy in Section 4.469

(B) Set the contract structure470

The payout function translates index values (i) into payouts (p) and, depending on471

the type of contract and the variables at hand, can assume different forms (Smith472

and Watts (2009); Skees (2011); Chantarat et al. (2013)). A payout function is char-473

acterized by the strike value (S) which defines the index threshold value activating474

the insurance payment and therefore varies based on the level of coverage offered475

by the insurance contract. Typically, the payout magnitude grows with the index-476

strike difference with a certain velocity or slope (A): the more the strike is crossed477

the higher the payout (equation 4).478
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p =

{
A(i − S) if i > S
0 otherwise

(4)

The strike is a threshold index value above/below which the buyer seeks to receive479

compensation for losses (e.g., a certain percentile of the index). The slope is a co-480

efficient linking index values to financial losses.481

The payout function should reproduce the relationship between the index and the482

covered losses and represents the variable level of compensation as the distance483

from the strike value increases, which presumably rises as the distance (and losses)484

increases. In a real application, the payout function can be more complex than the485

example given in equation 4. In our case, the relationship between the index and486

the financial losses described in Figure 3 changes as the index value grows. For487

this reason, when we use linear regression to approximate this relationship, we ob-488

tain piece-wise linear payout functions (dashed lines in Figure 3) made of five to489

seven different segments (and slope coefficients) depending on the curve. Each pay-490

out function also depends on the strike value S above which the payout is triggered,491

and a fixed limit of liability i.e., a liability cap on very high payouts. These param-492

eters can be adjusted any time to adapt the contract to the buyers’ coverage needs.493

We consider two possible coverage strategies (high and low), therefore we define494

two strike values for each stakeholder. In this case, since the payout is triggered495

when the index (i.e., the flood peak or the normalized deficit) is higher than the496

strike threshold, a high coverage corresponds to a contract with a low strike value497

(defined as the 20th percentile of the index). Conversely, a low coverage contract498

is characterized by a payout function with a high strike value (defined as the 90th499

percentile of the index), aimed at covering only the more extreme portion of the500

losses.501

(C) Price the contract502

Insurance contracts are assumed to be offered by a third party for a price, or pre-503

mium, P. Premiums are based on the expected payouts, E[p] estimated from the504

payout probability distribution, but also include a factor that accounts for the ‘load-505

ing’ on the contract, a term used to encapsulate the opportunity costs of reserves,506

as well as administrative and marketing costs and return on investment (Smith and507

Watts (2009)). The loading (L) is highly variable depending on the size and fre-508

quency of the payouts, with ‘low frequency, high consequence events’ typically509

leading to very high loadings. The Wang transform (Wang (2002)) is a commonly510

used method for pricing risky contracts (Foster et al. (2015); Ito et al. (2016)). This511

approach perturbs the original payout distribution F(p) based on the market price512

of risk which converts the distribution to a risk-adjusted form (Wang (2000)). Large513

payouts that occur with low probability reside on the right end of the payout proba-514

bility distribution. These events have higher uncertainty and represent a significant515

opportunity cost for the insurer. In practice, the Wang transform adjusts the payout516

distribution by weighting these tail events more heavily. The risk adjusted F∗(p) is517

determined as:518

F∗(p) = φ(φ−1(F(p)) + λ) (5)

where φ is the standard cumulative distribution and λ is the Sharpe ratio or the519

market price of risk. Finally, the adjusted premium P(p) is defined as:520

P(p) =
∑

p · F∗(p) (6)

As the variance of a payout distribution grows, the difference between the premium521

and the expected value of payouts (i.e., the loading) increases.522

Consistently with earlier research on weather derivatives (Wang (2000); Kern et al.523

(2015); Denaro et al. (2017)), we assume a market price of risk value (λ) of 0.25524

(see equation 5).525
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(CB) Price the bundled contract526

A bundled contract differs in the pricing phase where the Wang transform is ap-527

plied to the distribution of the bundled payout. In practice, the farmers’ and the528

cities’ payouts are summed together and the distribution of the sum of the pay-529

outs is used to estimate the risk-adjusted bundled premium. The Risk Bundling530

scenario’s individual premiums are then derived by splitting the bundled premium531

between the two stakeholders according to the individual payout’s contribution to532

the bundled payout.533

It is important to note that the way the benefits and costs of bundling are shared534

among the two groups can be negotiated upon. Specifically, if one of the two groups535

is expected to collect more savings by bundling their risk with respect to an inde-536

pendent contract, they may consider taking on a larger portion of the premium (i.e.,537

partially or totally subsidizing the other party’s premium).538

3.2 Bundling539

The effect of bundling independent risks in a single contract is to decrease the total540

payout uncertainty and consequently the loading. The principle behind the benefits of risk541

bundling is the same described by Markowitz in 1991 when introducing diversification in542

Modern Portfolio Theory.543

If we take the variance (or standard deviation) as a measure of risk, we can calculate544

the variance of a bundled payout as the variance of a weighted sum where each weight is545

the contributing ratio of each individual risk to the bundled contract. As such, the bundled546

payout variance σ2
B can be written as:547

σ2
B =

N∑
i=1

w2
i σ

2
i +

N∑
i=1

wi

N∑
j=1, j,i

wj ρi, jσiσj (7)

where wi and wj are the weights (
∑N

i wi = 1) and ρi, j is the correlation coefficient548

between each pair of individual risks i and j whose standard deviations are σi and σj re-549

spectively. In our specific case, N = 2 and we can rewrite the formula as:550

σ2
B = w2

Fσ
2
F + w

2
Cσ

2
C + 2wFwC ρσFσC (8)

Where σ2
F and σ2

C are the farmers’ and cities’ respective risk variances, ρσFσC is551

the covariance between the individual payouts pF and pC and ρ is their correlation. The552

weights wF and wC are each individual payout contribution to the bundled payout pB:553

wF =
pF
pB
=

pF
pF + pC

wC =
pC
pB
=

pC
pF + pC

and therefore:
wC = 1 − wF

(9)

Bundling can be advantageous in terms of reducing the cost of insurance (i.e., the load-554

ing), if the payout uncertainty can be reduced. In other words, bundling is advantageous555

whenever the bundled variance is smaller than the weighted average of the two separate556
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Table 1: Characteristics of cities’ and farmers’ payout distributions and comparison with the bun-
dled case

strikes
ρ

σ [Me] Cov [(Me)2] σ2 [(Me)2]
Farmers-Cities Farmers Cities Farmers Cities

high − high -0.0129 13.5 32.3 -5.6 181.7 1043.4
low − low 0.1074 11.9 32.0 40.9 141.7 1025.0
low − high 0.0987 11.9 32.3 37.9 141.7 1043.4
high − low 0.0144 13.5 32.0 6.2 181.7 1025.0

payouts’ variances:557

σ2
B ≤ wFσ

2
F + (1 − wF )σ

2
C

w2
Fσ

2
F + (1 − wF )

2σ2
C + 2wF (1 − wF )ρσFσC ≤ wFσ

2
F + (1 − wF )σ

2
C

(10)

If we solve this equation we find:558

2ρσFσC ≤ σ
2
F + σ

2
C (11)

Which is always true because −1 ≤ ρ ≤ 1.559

To conclude, there are two factors determining the success of bundling: the two in-560

dividual payouts variances and their correlation. The lower the correlation and the higher561

the difference between the two bundled risks, the higher the benefit of bundling.562

Table 1 shows the characteristics of cities’ and farmers’ payout distributions. We are563

bundling two risks that have a significantly low correlation and which are quite different564

in distribution, with the cities’ payout being much more disperse. As a consequence, the565

bundled covariance is significantly smaller than each of the two variances. Therefore, we566

can expect a lower premium for both stakeholders in all the bundled cases, with a variable567

level of savings based on the desired coverage level of each party.568

3.3 Timing569

Timing is an important aspect of index insurance contracts and is characterized by570

three stages: (1) the execution date is when the decision to buy a specific contract is made571

and the premium is paid, (2) the effective date is when the index starts to be measured:572

from this time on a payout may be triggered until (3) maturity is reached. The time dis-573

tance between the execution and the effective dates must guarantee that information which574

is more easily available to the insurance buyer does not provide knowledge on the future575

payouts that could influence the buyer’s behavior. In other words, timing should avoid in-576

tertemporal adverse selection, defined as the tendency to only purchase insurance in high-577

risk periods in cases where information asymmetry exists between the buyer and the in-578

surance provider Luo et al. (1994). Since the autocorrelation of the lake level (a predictor579

of both flood peak and releases) becomes irrelevant (R2 < 0.1) after about 60 days, we580

should set the execution and the effective dates at least two months apart. Moreover, since581

snow pack data could potentially be used as a predictor of a wet or dry future season, we582

set the execution date on the 1st of October, when most of snow deposition has yet to take583

place, while the effective date is set on the 1st of January.584
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Figure 6: Financial losses/premium in the three scenarios for the two stakeholders. The farmers’
uninsured damage (on the left) is more frequent and generally lower. The cities’ uninsured damage
(right) is less frequent but have generally higher peaks. In both cases, the insured alternatives (II
and RB) offer risk hedging in exchange for a yearly premium

4 Results and discussion585

One of the advantages of insurance is to offer financial stability by exchanging a586

variable loss with a fixed cost. Index insurance can help Lake Maggiore cities and farmers587

reduce or eliminate their hydrologic vulnerability to drought and flood events and hedge588

extreme losses that would otherwise increase the existing conflict between the parties over589

the lake management.590

Figure 7 shows the uninsured financial losses from flood and drought events over591

200 years of synthetic inflows (blue line). In this scenario, losses are highly variable on592

a yearly basis with extreme dry or wet years producing uninsured damage up to 110 Me593

and 330 Me for farmers and cities respectively. In this record, losses with 100-year recur-594

rence interval, i.e., the losses corresponding to the 1-percent annual exceedance probabil-595

ity, are estimated as 50 and 169 Me for farmers and cities respectively. It is interesting596

to note how farmers’ losses from drought are much more frequent and less variable with597

only one very extreme event at the beginning of the synthetic timeseries. A similar pattern598

suggests that financial risk from drought is inherent to the system rather than linked to ex-599

treme weather events and therefore could be better managed in combination with structural600

or normative actions (e.g., change in operation, crop decision, irrigation practices). Cities601

losses from flood, on the other hand, are rarer but much more severe. This is linked to602

the difference in risk distributions and specifically to the floods related losses being much603

more disperse around the mean (see Table 1).604

For the Separate and Bundling scenarios, we designed two sets of contracts offering605

low and high risk coverage for each of the two stakeholders. Figure 6 shows the yearly606

premium plus the portion of residual losses borne by each of the two stakeholders in case607

of a combined high coverage (hh). The residual losses are either below the strike level608

(i.e., the insurance payout is not triggered) or over the cap losses (see the capped profile609

of the payout functions in Figure 3). Together with the strike, the cap threshold is one of610

the contract’s decision variables and as such can be modified to match the insured party’s611

required level of coverage. The consequence of eliminating/increasing the cap is an in-612

crease of the yearly premium. As can be noted from the relatively flat trajectory profiles,613

the solution shown for the Independently Insured and Risk Bundling scenarios offers more614

financial stability to the stakeholders by reducing the financial damage associated with615

extreme events in exchange for a fixed yearly premium. As described earlier, insurance616

is only one tool for managing financial risk, and in most cases would be integrated with617

other tools such as a cash reserve. However, in this case we focus on the advantages of618

bundled contracts, so we will assume the sole use of insurance (with separate and bundled619

contracts) in comparison with the sole use of reserves. The loss profile in the U scenario620

shows how insurance would be more advantageous for the cities, while farmers may con-621

sider adding a low coverage contract (high strike value and no cap) on top of a different622

risk management approach (e.g., a cash reserve or investing in a structural or operational623

action) aimed at reducing the systemic losses deriving from drought.624

To evaluate the uninsured and insured solutions in terms of the cost experienced625

by the insured parties, we develop an illustrative example: assume that the liquid self-626

insurance reserve, estimated by the 99.5% VaR (i.e., 54 and 223 Me for farmers and627

cities respectively), is maintained in a readily available form, e.g., a high liquidity money628
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Figure 7: Scenarios cost comparison (U scenario opportunity cost and II, RB loading) for the two
stakeholders and the four contract combinations, each letter (l,h) indicate the farmers and the cities
strike level respectively.

market fund earning on average, 0.25% annually (Data (2017)). This solution has the629

opportunity cost associated with not investing the same capital in an equally secure but630

higher earning investment e.g., a diversified portfolio offering a yearly return of 4.75%631

(Data (2017)). Figure 7 shows a comparison between the opportunity cost of the U so-632

lution and the cost of insurance (i.e., the loading) in the Independently Insured and Risk633

Bundling scenarios for farmers (left panel) and cities (right panel). For the cities self in-634

surance is always more expensive than the insured solutions for each level of coverage. On635

the other hand, as the high frequency of financial losses from drought shown in Figure 7636

already suggested, farmers may be better off not buying any insurance. In particular, buy-637

ing insurance independently is never convenient for them as is shown by the higher cost638

of the II solution for all contract combinations in Figure 7. The Risk Bundling alternative639

can still be competitive for certain coverage levels, especially if cities, who would benefit640

the most from bundling, would offer to partially subsidize their premium. We will explore641

possible cooperation solutions more in detail in the next paragraphs.642

From the point of view of the insurer, the effect of bundling different risks in a sin-643

gle contract is to decrease the payout uncertainty. Less uncertainty translates into a lower644

yearly 99.5% VaR which means that a bundled solution requires to maintain a smaller645

capital reserve. This benefits the insured party by means of a lower loading (i.e., the ac-646

tual cost of insurance). Table 2 shows the VaR and loading offered in the Independently647

Insured and Risk Bundling scenarios for each of the four bundled contract combinations.648

The Risk Bundling combination offering high coverage for both stakeholders (hh) bene-649

fits the most from bundling with the Independently Insured yearly 99.5% VaR decreasing650

from 154 to 120 Me which translates into over 1.6 Me of reduced loading. The benefit651

of a lower loading is shared through a lower bundled premium that is split among the two652

stakeholders based on each party’s individual payout contribution to the bundled payout653

(i.e., wF and wC).654

The benefit of risk bundling from the insured party perspective is illustrated by Fig-655

ure 8 which compares the premiums and savings in case of independent insurance and656

risk bundling for each of the four contract combinations. The difference between the to-657

tal Independently Insured and Risk Bundling premiums (left panel) represents the loading658

savings provided by each bundled solution (right panel). In both cases and for all strikes659

combinations, the Risk Bundling alternative is cheaper, providing an average of 1.4 Me660

global savings per year. Savings are up 0.68 Me and 0.92 Me per year for farmers and661

cities respectively. As could be expected, it is cities, given the more uncertain and severe662

nature of flood risk, the group that can benefit the most from risk bundling. However, sav-663

ings levels are quite consistent across contract combinations ranging from 21% to 13%664

as measured by reduction in loading. As expected, the benefit of risk bundling depends665

on the variance and correlation of the two payouts. In Lake Maggiore, this correlation is666

close to null or negative (see Table 1) because the reservoir capacity is sufficiently large667

that only more extreme floods and droughts impact lake level significantly. A system with668

a smaller hedging capacity, and more easily subject to frequent milder events, could still669

benefit from bundling but the savings are expected to be smaller. Further research effort670

could focus on including a diversified flood and drought risk profile accounting for the dif-671

ferent municipalities/irrigation districts here aggregated under single agents to understand672

if a geographic diversification could further increase risk bundling savings. Another inter-673

esting research question would explore the negotiation potential of a combined regulatory674
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Table 2: Insurance capital reserve requirement and loading in the Risk Bundling scenarios with
respect to a traditional Independently Insured framework for all four strikes combinations where
each letter (l,h) indicate the farmers and the cities strike level respectively.

(a)

strikes II VaR [Me] RB VaR [Me]
F-C Farmers Cities Tot Tot

high − high 54 100 154 120 (-22%)
low − low 49 97 146 119 (-18%)
low − high 54 97 154 120 (-21%)
high − low 49 100 146 119 (-20%)

(b)

strikes II Loading [Me] RB Loading [Me] Savings [Me]
F-C Farmers Cities Farmers Cities Farmers Cities

high − high 3.20 6.09 2.52 5.16 0.68 (21%) 0.92 (15%)
low − low 3.02 5.87 2.53 5.11 0.48 (16%) 0.76 (13%)
low − high 3.20 5.87 2.58 5.10 0.61 (19%) 0.77 (13%)
high − low 3.02 6.09 2.50 5.21 0.52 (17%) 0.88 (14%)

Figure 8: Independent insurance and risk bundling total premiums comparison (left) and individ-
ual savings (right) for the two stakeholders for each contract combination (each letter (l,h) indicate
the farmers and the cities strike level respectively.)

and financial strategy (e.g., changing of the discretionary operating space associated with675

index insurance).676

An interesting feature of risk bundling, which could motivate cooperation between677

groups, is that stakeholders can affect each other savings by changing their preferred level678

of coverage. A different level of individual coverage is reflected in the bundled payout679

distribution which then determines the loading (see Table 1). This implies that the strike680

threshold selected by each of the two stakeholders will affect the amount of savings ex-681

perienced by each group, thus fostering a negotiation process regarding the way costs and682

benefits of bundled financial risk management are shared. In this case, the premium is683

higher as the other agent’s strike increases (i.e., if the other agent selects a lower cover-684

age). This happens because a higher strike is aimed at covering only the very extreme685

events which contribute to the higher variance in payouts which has the effect of increas-686

ing the overall loading and thus the individual premiums. As a consequence, each group687

is better off when the other decides to buy a higher coverage. This leads to one impor-688

tant finding: a bundled contract can push the system to a higher level of insurance cov-689

erage through cooperation. If each party has a benefit when the other buys a higher cov-690

erage, then cooperation in the form of communication and negotiation between the par-691

ties can result into a higher level of insurance coverage overall. For example, if the sav-692

ings a stakeholder would obtain by having the other part change coverage level are higher693

than the other stakeholder’s contract cost difference (i.e., the difference in loading asso-694

ciated with a higher coverage), the first stakeholder could partially subsidize the other695

party’s premium and still be better off. For the contract we designed, this is true for hl696

and lh contract combinations, where both farmers and cities could offer to pay for the697

other party’s loading difference (64,000 e and 21,000 e respectively) in order to get to698
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solution hh and still be better off. Future research could include a more in depth investiga-699

tion of game theory implications in risk bundling applications.700

In this analysis, we use a synthetic time series which preserved the stochastic fea-701

tures of recent historical data (2000-2015). However, the hydrologic regime in the area702

is expected to be affected by climate change that could potentially bring to higher losses703

for the farmers and worsen the conflict among the two groups. A study by Anghileri et al.704

(2014) shows that a change in hydrological pattern is already observable in the region,705

which suggests that the use of more recent records is more representative of current hy-706

drology. The analysis reveals a statistically significant increase in irrigation deficit that can707

be ascribed to a future reduction in spring and summer inflows. Concurrently, a decreas-708

ing trend in the average flood peaks is observed, possibly explained by the reduction in709

the early autumn inflows. It thus appears that droughts could be the main problem in the710

future. However, it is worth underlining that flood damage in the area is associated with711

the lake level rather than the inflow, and an increase in irrigation deficit could potentially712

affect the lake regulation to favor the farmers thus worsening flood losses and exacerbating713

the historical conflict between the two stakeholders. An example of this was observed in714

2019 when an extreme summer drought prompted a change in the upper threshold of the715

discretionary operating space that likely caused a flood in the following snowmelt season.716

In view of climate change, financial hedging strategies are expected to play a role717

by both enabling quick post-disaster recovery and providing knowledge and incentives for718

reducing risk through price signals. (James et al., 2001; Thomas and Leichenko, 2011).719

At the same time, global change poses a serious threat to a functioning and sustainable720

insurance market as climate uncertainty and the increased occurrence of extreme events721

can hamper proper hazard evaluation (Mills, 2005; IPCC, 2014). Spatial correlation of ex-722

treme weather events enhances clustering of claims thus compromising premiums afford-723

ability and insurers’ solvency (Mills et al., 2006; Kousky and Cooke, 2012; Lamond and724

Penning-Rowsell, 2014). Strategies to preserve the affordability and viability of weather-725

related insurance are the adoption of adaptation and risk reduction measures and the di-726

versification of the insurer’s (or reinsurer’s) risk portfolio. Traditionally, a primary insurer727

can decide to hedge its risk through reinsurance or the capital market (i.e., via catastrophe728

bonds) (Cummins and Mahul, 2009), in other cases, innovative public-private insurance729

constructions, microinsurance schemes or government supported financial covers can help730

share and spread financial risk from weather events (Warner et al., 2007). The ability to731

spread the risk makes perfect assessment of the hazard less critical where the use of cli-732

mate model projections provide insurers with a range of possible future patterns.733

A limitation in the presented numerical results is the age of the damage curves which734

were estimated in the ’80s. Unfortunately, even though it remains a pressing issue for the735

upstream and downstream stakeholders, no recent study has tried to evaluate the financial736

impact of agricultural water deficit and flooding in the Lake Maggiore area. Costs are to737

be considered conservative especially in the case of flooding, where the change in land738

use and exposure that took place in the past decades has presumably increased the cities739

financial risk. Changes in crop choice or farming practices may as well have modified the740

farmers’ exposure to drought related financial risk. However outdated, these estimates are741

used consistently throughout this study and are still useful to illustrate the viability of risk742

bundled contracts in cases where local flood and drought events are uncorrelated.743

A last issue that needs to be addressed is the potential effect of a changing trade-off744

on payouts. Both indices are dependent on the lake operation (level and release), therefore,745

the contract is calibrated in line with existing policy together with exclusionary clauses746

that would require revising the contract if release decision largely diverged from the DSS747

prescription. To relax this measure to a larger set of admissible policies, we test the con-748

tracts price sensitivity to a change in policy within the discretionary space: we performed749

a two-sample K-S one sided hypothesis test on premium distributions under alternative op-750

timal operating policies (P1, P5, P11 and P13 in Figure 2). Specifically, the null hypothesis751
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of homogeneous distributions is tested against the alternative hypothesis of having a sig-752

nificantly larger cumulative distribution for all possible policies permutations. Results sug-753

gest the contracts are robust to a changing regulation except for very extreme and improb-754

able trade-off shifts (i.e., from P13 to P1) for which the null hypothesis is rejected. We755

can therefore conclude that the contract is quite robust to trade-off changes in the regula-756

tory regime and that the exclusionary clauses can be relaxed to include a set of admissible757

operating policies. In all other cases, the exclusionary clause would intervene to correct758

the contract pricing.759

5 Conclusion760

In this paper, we propose a novel framework for designing a risk bundling strategy761

involving index insurance to offer a more affordable approach to reducing the financial762

risks of extreme weather to competing users in a managed water system. The interaction763

stemming from the adoption of a shared financial tool have the potential to foster cooper-764

ation among competing stakeholders by providing opportunities for communication, new765

space for negotiation and less expensive risk management.766

We use an integrated hydro-economic model to simulate Lake Maggiore operation767

and its financial effect on two stakeholders: the shoreline cities affected by floods and the768

downstream farmers experiencing water shortages. A portfolio of four bundled index con-769

tract combinations offering variable levels of coverage for the two stakeholders is designed770

and evaluated over a 200 year of synthetic inflow data set with respect to the uninsured771

case and a more traditional alternative in which each group buys insurance separately.772

Third party insurance are able to hedge extreme climatic risks where contingency773

funds are limited and offer more flexibility than infrastructure given that the type and774

magnitude of coverage can be defined on a yearly basis. Results shows that index con-775

tracts are able to avoid substantial monetary damage related to flood and drought events776

and that the cost of insurance can be further reduced when the two stakeholders bundle777

their risks. When considering the opportunity cost of keeping a reserve fund, insurance is778

always a cheaper approach to managing financial risk for the cities, whose losses can be779

extremely high and rare. Farmers, given the high frequency of their drought financial risk,780

may be better off with a reserve fund, but should still consider insurance risk bundling,781

especially if the cities, who would benefit the most from bundling, offered to partially sub-782

sidize their premium. Moreover, considering that climate change is expected to exacer-783

bate drought events in the region (Anghileri et al. (2014)), a bundled contract may become784

more appealing to farmers as a part of their financial risk management strategy to address785

extreme losses.786

Our proposed bundled solution effectively reduces the payout uncertainty for the787

third party insurer, with the effect of decreasing reserve capital requirement up to 22%.788

This benefit is transferred to the insured parties who can negotiate the ways in which the789

resulting lower premium will be shared. Each stakeholder’s coverage decision has an effect790

on the savings amount, with each group being better off when the other selects a higher791

insurance coverage. Thus, bundling is expected to push the system to a higher insurance792

take-up rate through cooperation. The adoption of a shared risk management tool is ex-793

pected to generate a positive interaction among the stakeholders in the selection of a com-794

mon coverage scheme.795

We believe the risk bundling approach could be successfully applied in a number796

of regions. The core idea is to combine the financial management of two extreme but in-797

herently different risks to achieve lower management cost. In this sense, the insured party798

may also be a single stakeholder concurrently facing multiple uncorrelated risks.799
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To conclude, the proposed risk bundling framework can reduce the financial vulner-800

ability to extreme events by reducing the cost of insurance and fostering a higher coverage801

level through cooperation.802
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